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“HEAL THE WORLD, MAKE IT 
A BETTER PLACE”

Michael Jackson



Xico Gaivota 
adapted by Beatriz Batalha and Sara

Paulino, Portugal 

Ricardo Ramos,  also known as Xico
Gaivota,  was born in Lisbon in 1978.  After
the birth of his children, he felt the need to
share his passion about the sea and his way
of  living,  starting  to  act  with  determination
towards  the problems  that  impact  not  only
the  future  generations,  but  also  our
generation.

It  all  started  has  an  educational
mission  to  collect  some  materials  at  the
beach with his children to make small crafts,
and  use  them  as  Christmas  presents  to
family and friends.

Ricardo  soon  realised  that  all  the
beaches  with  no  commercial  exploration
were the focus point of human trash, mainly
plastic.

He  collected  the  trash  on  the
cliffs switching his backpack filled with
goose barnacles by a backpack filled
with plastic and other materials that do
not belong on the beaches or the sea!

His  work  consists  in
transforming  the  trash  that  he  found
and  picked  up  into  art  pieces.  He
started  this  type  of  work  by
transforming the trash into Christmas
presents for children.

Ricardo´s work has the power to
increase  environmental  awareness
about  plastic  waste  and  it  also
contributes  to  a  sustainable  lifestyle.
Besides  doing  art  pieces,  he  also
works  on  environmental  education
towards  children  and  does  many
lectures  to encourage  people  to  act
like him.
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Plogging- A future movement
written by Olga Hultqvist, Sweden

PLOGGA is an organisation that was

founded in Sweden 2016  because people

started  to  worry  about  the  eventual  plastic

pollution  and  the  consequences  of

microplastics in our nature. 

Today  it  is  a  huge  and  popular

movement.  The activity is about picking up

trash and plastic material in our nature at the

same  time  while  you  running.  The  word

“plogga”  was  born  from  the  swedish  word

“plocka” which is translated to “pick up” and

the  word  “jogga”  in  swedish  which  means

“running”. 

If you don't want to or if it is impossible

to run you can also walk, swim, ride a bike or

a wheelchair while picking up the trash. 

The  main  purpose  of  plogging  is  to

change people's  attitudes about cleaning up

our  nature.  we  are  supposed  to  become

more of proud trash-pickers. If  we succeed

with this mission we will  hopefully help our

world  and  individual  health  before  it's  too

late. So the organization has one vision that

is clear and simple: To make a clean world.

 

The problem they fight against is that it

has always considered as gross to pick up

the  trash  from  somebody  else  and  that

people in general  have not  cared enough

and just throw away more and more plastic

and trash into the nature. Today PLOGGA

is a phenomenon within all  the continents

and it is a thing in 45 countries. Here is 5

reasons why you should start plogging:

1. Health and training
Physical  activity  counteracted  things

like depression, overweight and cancer.

Start plogging for a longer life!

2. There  are  soon  going  to  be  more
plastic than fish in the oceans
Almost all plastic trash in the nature will

at  the  end  get  to  the  ocean  which

causes  a  huge  danger  for  both  the

ocean, the animals and for us humans.

So start plogging on the ground so we

can get rid of plastic in the oceans. 

3. Plogging to save the animals



The animals in the nature can´t see the

difference between regular food and a

part of plastic. 

4. Reduce non-ordinated social costs
Our government money could be used

in  so  many  different  ways  than  just

picking up unwanted litterings.  Take a

stand and start plogging!

5. A safer society
It's proved that a cleaner society results

in a safer society. People become more

social  and  less  criminal.  Science  call

this “The broken Windows Theory”. 

PLOGGA can help  private  persons  or

companies to organize plogging events

or lectures in the important aspects with

plogging.  Famous  people  in  Sweden

works  hard  to  enlighten  the

phenomenon  also.  Youtubers,

celebrities  and  influencers  show  up

when  they  are  plogging.  Even  the

swedish  royal  family  have  their  own

campaign  in  this  subject.  The

organization  will  give  give  you  more

information on how you can produce an

official  Plogga-event  on  social  medias

and how you can help to save the world

and also take care of your health at the

same time! 
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Plastic bags in

supermarkets
written Luuk, Netherlands

In  The  Netherlands  people  use  more

than 3 miljard plastic bags a year. A part ends

in a bin and the other part ends in the nature.

That´s why the EU made a law to less the use

of plastic bags. And because The Netherlands

are a part of the EU they have to take part of

this law.

There are a lot of bags you can buy in

the shops. The most popular one is the plastic

one,  it  normally  cost  10  cents  but  about  4

years ago it was different.

The bags where for free but nowadays

they are not. That's why a lot of people are

not happy with the new law.

This  law  is  environmental  friendly

because  people  now  have  to  pay  for  the

bags. So people will sooner buy paper bags.

And that's better for the nature.

There  are  a  few  exceptions  for

moments when you get a plastic bags:

1. Protecting  the  food,  like  fruit  or  meat
because  otherwise  it  get  poisoned  or
something

2. Aware  of  food  waste,  like  bread  or
something  because  if  it  falls  on  the
ground  you  can't  eat  it  anymore  and
people don't throw it away

3. Tax  free  shops  on  the  airports,  they
have to give you a plastic transparent
bag for  stuff  like  shampoo,  deodorant
and toothpaste.
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Sini

written by Emmi, Viivi, Topi, Finland 

Finnish cleaning tool company Sinituote

OY  has been making development work for

years. Sini  productions has promised that it

will use more recycling plastic. It’s destination

is to use 30% more recycling plastic. 

Sini  productions  make  for  example

dishbrushes and other cleaning tools like toilet

brushes.  Sini  cleaning  equipment  are  made

out of recycling plastic. 

Recycling  plastic  is  collected  from

recycling  points  and  domestics.  Then  the

plastic  waste  is  refined  in  the  Fortum

ekocenter. 

Dishbrushes have a changeable brush

part. So its more ecological because you don’t

need  change  whole  dishbrush.  Lifetime

productions end up to the energy waste. 
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TerraCycle - USA
written by Emmi, Viivi, Topi

TerraCycle  is  an  innovative  recycling

company that has become a global leader in

recycling  hard-to  recycle  materials.  For

example  they  recycle  things  like  pencils,

rubbish  gloves  and  coffee  cups.TerraCycle

has created approximately 200 products. Like

cosmetic production with recyclable packing.

TerraCycle  operate  in  21  different  countries

and they have helped to collect and recycle

waste. 
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Personal answers

Finland

Viivi:

I don’t really buy food which are wrapped

with plastic because my parents usually buy food

to  us.  But  sometimes  I  buy  plastic  bottle.  I

shouldn’t  buy  plastic  bottles  from shops.  If  it  is

impossible I should use the same bottle and fill it

again.

 In  my  shampoo,  conditioner,  deodorant

and lotions don’t have any microplastic. Also my

toothpaste  doesn’t  have  microplastic.  I  haven’t

before paid attention that do my clothes or other

things  contain  microplastic.  Now  I  know  more

about microplastic and I am going to paid more

attention for this.

 I  recycle  my  plastic  waste  in  home.  We

also take our plastic bottles to supermarket. But

there is some of type plastic materials that I can’t

recycle like toothbrushes.

Topi:

I don’t buy items which are wrapped a lot

of  plastic.  Sometimes  I  buy  candies  which  are

packed in plastic. 

I think that I could use less plastic wraps

and use more paper bags and paper containers

etc.  Maybe  I  could  buy  candies  in  paper  bags

because it is possible to do. 

Our  family  uses  long-lasting  bags

when we go to shop.  My rexona deodorant

doesn’t contain microplastic and the shampoo

which  I  use  doesn’t  contain  microplastic.  I

have also microplastic free toothpaste. 

We recycle almost all plastic waste in

my  home.  But  sometimes  I  put  my  plastic

waste  to  energy  waste.  I  return  my  plastic

bottles  to  the  shop.  I  don’t  buy  bad  quality

products made of plastic.  I  try  buy so good

quality plastic as possible.

Emmi:

I  usually  don’t  buy  products  which  are

wrapped in a lot  of  plastic. If  I  buy fruits or

something that needs plastic bag I try to not

take  a  plastic  bag.  However  my  parents

usually  buy  our  food.  That’s  way  I  don’t

usually buy or use plastic bags. 

I’m really accurate what kind of cosmetics I

use. My hair  products,  make up, toothpaste

and other  cosmetics what  I  use are always

vegan and microplastic free. It’s unnecessary

to  use  cosmetics  products  what  contain

microplastic. 

At home we have a separate trash can for

plastic.  We  also  return  our  bottles  to  a

supermarket.  Sometimes  when  we  have  to

buy food we buy food which are wrapped in

plastic or plastic bags. We prefer long-lasting

plastic.



Portugal

Beatriz:

The reduce the use of plastic i think in now

a  days  is  a  challenge  that  everyone  should

take because this is a  Seriously problem that

impact all the world not just some countries. So

the  perfect  solution  it  would  be  people  stop

consuming so much, i think it would helps  a

lot. Then replace the plastic for paper could be

better  alternative,  but  we  have  to  be  careful

with this, because if we cut so much trees the

air it will start to be even more polluted. Other

way  to  reduce  the  plastic  is  stop  buying

hygiene products and cosmetics that contains

microplastics  because  helps  the  environment

and also our health.

I  analysed some of  my hygiene products

and cosmetics and i realize that some of them

have microplastics i was very surprised. 

the  product  that  it  had  microplastics  was

toothpaste.

In  my  daily  routine  i  am  accustomed  to

recycle  my  plastic  waste.  in  school  and  in

home  i  always  have  the  habit  to  recycle.  a

good way to reduce the plastic  is 

decrease the consumer of bad quality products

made  of  plastic.  if  they  have  bad  quality

logically we have to buy more so it will create

more polucion.  so  i  prefer  buy  good quality

products that i will last longer.

Sara:
I think that nowadays the waste of plastic

and its unnecessary use are a real problem

and  everyone  should  face  this  challenge.

When I buy products they are wrapped with

unnecessary plastic instead of being wrapped

in  paper  or  other  environmental  friendly

package.  One  thing  I  could  do  better  is

probably  start  to  buy  less  water  bottles,

because I don't drink the water from the sink.

But I recycle every bottle I use.

In my hygiene products like, for example,

deodorant, shampoo, conditioner, shower gel,

etc.,  there  are  not  microplastics,  at  least  in

the ones I brought to finland. I didn't know this

type of products could have microplastics, but

from  now on I am going to start to be more

careful  and  paying  more  attention  to  the

ingredients.

In my home, in Portugal, we have three

containers  for  recycling,  the  green  one  for

glass, the blue one for paper and the yellow

one for plastic. We recycle plastic since i can

remember.

When me and my family buy products we

prefer to buy a best quality product that lasts

longer  instead  of  buying  a  bad  quality  one

made of plastic just because it's more cheap.



Sweden

Olga:

I try to not buy products wrapped in a lot of

plastic and in my ordinary life. In the grocery store

where I  live nearby I  always try  to  not  buy my

fruits  and  vegetables  in  plastic  bags  because  I

think it's  unnecessary.  The alternative is  to  just

take the fruit without anything surround it. Usually

that's okay because a lot  of  fruit  has their  own

peal.

In  sweden  we  have  a  famous  influencer

called Therese Lindgren and she has a brand that

is called “Indy beauty”. Her products is all vegan

and  without  microplastics.  I  use  her  face-wash

every evening. It is the only hygiene product I use

in my face. My soup for my hands are not vegan

and it has aluminium in it but I will try to reduce it.

I  recycle  my  plastic  waste  in  a  special  bag  at

home.  Our  stereotype  in  “Småland”  is  that  we

don't like to spend a lot of money and for me that

is actually kind of true. Hopefully after this week I

will prioritate the quality of my products instead of

the price because it would not take a stamp in the

nature.

There are a lot of things I could change

in my ordinary life to reduce my consuming of

plastic.  It's  about  the  small  changes  that

makes  the  biggest  difference.  The  hardest

part I think is to change the attitude. It's better

for me to go "panting" my bottles instead of

just  throw  into  the  ground  and  think  that

someone  else  is  going  to  take  care  of  it.

Sometimes it's very easy to be lazy but that

can cause a huge danger for our world. We

have the opportunity to make a change but

many  people  aren't  willing  to  do  it.  I  try  to

convince my family that we should get a "grön

påse" which is a Green bag were you can sort

your  food-waste  in  so  the  plastics  can  be

alone  in  their  sorting-bag  so  it  can  be

recycled  instead  of  being  thrown  away

somewhere else. 

Then the invisible plastic causes even

more  danger  in  my  life.  Microplastics  are

more common than I actually believed in the

beginning of this week. When I come home to

Sweden I will definitely search more about a

specific products before I but it.



The Netherlands

Luuk:

I often buy stuff with is packed in plastic,

because almost everything is packed in plastic in

The  Netherlands.  There  are  not  a  lot  of

microplastics in my shampoo or deodorant. There

are microplastics in my gel but not that many it

was  like  0,1%.  I  think  I  recycle  quite  good

because I often throw plastic bottles in the recycle

place in shops and I don't throw it in the nature. I

also buy my clothes online so it comes with a van

in a carton box. I  often by the more expensive

products  if  its  not  from plastic,  because  I  think

how expensiver it is how better it is for the nature.

There are a few of things what  I  can do

better I think. If  I  see something on the street I

could grab it and throw it in a special bin. Tell my

parents that we have to buy more stuff with paper

on it and less plastic. And at last tell my friends

about it how bad it is for the nature.

 


